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Working Together
to Provide Strategic
Healthcare Solutions

Healthcare can be a risky business.

Market conditions never stop moving; reimbursement methodologies, government programs, and delivery systems
change constantly. Claim experience can make big swings in as little time as a week. It’s hard enough just keeping up with
the business, let alone managing the risk.

That’s where we come in.

We collaborate with our clients to identify their risks and help protect their resources through a comprehensive portfolio
of managed care products. And, as the exclusive outlet for Zurich American Insurance Company’s HMO, provider, and
non-quota share medical excess products, Summit Re brings you Zurich, a leading multi-line insurer recognized for its
global strength and stability.
Our commitment to managed care means we take a long term view of the business. At the same time, Zurich’s
Healthcare Practice Group is built around the idea that we should take the same enterprise-wide view of risk that our
customers do. Together, these powerful concepts lead to a “One Zurich” approach, providing clients with access to a
portfolio of products and services that are designed for the healthcare industry.

Full-Service

Comprehensive

Underwriting

Personalized, benchmark service
differentiates Summit Re’s core
product offerings, which include:

Working together, Summit Re and
Zurich offer a broad portfolio of
healthcare solutions to help clients
address risk from an enterprise
perspective, including:
Healthcare Professional Liability – as
a leading healthcare insurer, Zurich
provides broad HPL coverages to
hospitals, health systems and medical
facilities nationwide.
Property and Casualty –
Zurich’s broad forms will help
you protect both your facility
and your employees, featuring
healthcare-specific coverages,
from comprehensive workers’
compensation to property forms
that address healthcare specific
coverages like business interruption,
mobile medical, patients’ property,
emergency generator, communicable
disease suspension of operations and
patient evacuations.
Capital Management Solutions –
We can identify the appropriate risk
transfer options to help structure
surplus relief to improve surplus
ratios and return on capital.

As a full-service managing
underwriter, Summit Re offers a wide
range of services beyond the cases we
write ourselves. We help clients with:

PRODUCTS
HMO/Carrier Medical Excess – We
offer several types of coverage
options for commercial, point-ofservice, PPO, Medicare, and Medicaid
risk.
Provider Excess – As a major excess
loss writer, we design excess loss
programs to help control volatile risks
in a capitation budget.
Employer Stop Loss – Our experience
in this line of business allows us
to design client-specific coverage
options that include run-in protection,
terminal liability, aggregating specific,
and coinsurance.
Medical Management Services
– We provide access to medical
management services that are
designed to offer cost savings,
primarily through appropriate care
management focused on clinical
outcomes.

SOLUTIONS

RESOURCES

Stop loss underwriting services
where the plan retains the risk on the
stop loss.
Appropriately pricing and
administering stop loss coverage that
is compliant with Physician Incentive
Plan regulations.
Evaluating the actuarial adequacy
and pricing of your stop loss coverage
provided through an accountable
care organization (ACO), independent
practice association (IPA), and/or
medical group contracts.
Providing medical case management
support for excess medical risks on
large claims that leak outside your
networks.
Designing and offering captive
strategies where providers could
retain stop loss risk for risk contracts
and their self-funded employee
benefits plans.

Solutions for an
evolving healthcare world.

It’s no longer about simply managing clinical risks – it’s about managing
the full spectrum of risks. Together with the medical excess of loss
coverage with Summit Re, and the property, casualty and professional/
general liability product offerings from Zurich, you will be in the best
position to help protect your facilities and your employees.

Working Together
to Provide Strategic
Healthcare Solutions

In addition, Zurich offers complimentary tools to help you better understand
and respond to the risks you face in the healthcare industry. These include
webinars, risk management services, white papers, newsletters, and its
annual Healthcare Risk Insights study.

Summit Re is an insurance and reinsurance
program administrator for Zurich American
Insurance Company. Working with health
insurers, managed care plans, and self-funded
employers throughout the US, we help our clients
analyze and manage risk which can help protect
their financial stability.

Summit Reinsurance Services, Inc.
7030 Pointe Inverness Way, Suite 350
Fort Wayne, IN 46804 USA
260-469-3000 | www.summit-re.com

Zurich is a leading multi-line insurance and reinsurance
carrier with a global network of subsidiaries and offices.
Founded in 1872, Zurich is headquartered in Zurich,
Switzerland with approximately 55,000 people serving
customers in more than 170 countries and territories.
Zurich financial strength ratings (as of October 2015):
Individual member companies of Zurich North America,
including Zurich American Insurance Company rated
A+ by A.M. Best*.

Edward J. Tyburski
Senior Vice President Accident & Health Sales, Zurich North America
5005 Rockside Rd, Suite 200, Independence, OH 44131
216-447-4035 | ed.tyburski@zurichna.com

*Rating as of October 2015. A.M. Best’s and Standard and Poor’s Ratings are under continuous review and subject to change and/or affirmation. For the latest rating, access www.ambest.com. For the
latest rating, access www.standardandpoors.com. For ratings and financial information about Zurich American Insurance Company, visit www.zurichna.com. The rating represents the overall financial status
of the individual member companies of Zurich in North America, including Zurich American Insurance Company, and is not a recommendation of the specific policy provisions, rates or practices of each
issuing insurance company.

